Introduction
In February 2013, NBC News released a leaked U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) White Paper on the 'Lawfulness of a Lethal Operation Against a U.S. Citizen Who Is a Senior Operational Leader of Al-Qa'ida or An Associated Force'. 1 The memo, which laid out the U.S. Government's legal reasoning and criteria for such targeted attacks, set off a firestorm of commentary.
2 Commentators pulled apart the document to understand and critique the Government's position. One thing less noticed -unsurprisingly, given the importance of the substantive debate -was the curious citation to Prosecutor v. Tadic, a decision of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 3 The citation appears almost as a throwaway, part of an argument by 'some commentators' about the scope of an armed conflict to which the memo-writer is responding.
4 And yet, it is notable that it appears at all in a 'confidential' memo intended for internal DOJ consumption. Moreover, the framing of the paragraph suggests that the decision does stand for the proposition 'that an armed conflict exists whenever there is … protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups'. The memo-writer's argument is that the commentators are simply misreading that precedent to find an international law limitation on the scope of armed conflict. The implication is that the Tadic decision is one the U.S. Government needs to know about and needs to be able to distinguish. The commentators' argument about the meaning of Tadic needs to be rebutted. * Associate Professor of Law, University of Georgia School of Law. Thank you to Julian Arato, Jeffrey Dunoff, Rebecca Ingber, Timothy Meyer, and workshop participants at the University of Georgia, University of Washington, Seton Hall University, Bar Ilan University, and the Interdisciplinary CentreHerzilya for helpful comments and suggestions on versions of this project. Thank you also to Amanda McDowell, Lee Deneen, and Dov Preminger for their invaluable research support. regional body are argued to others, 14 precedents from human rights courts are argued to investment tribunals, 15 and precedents from ad hoc criminal tribunals are applied to domestic civil judgments. 16 The widely-cited Tadic case 17 referenced in the DOJ White Paper has even made appearances in the decisions of ICSID arbitration panels. 18 And citations by courts and tribunals can only begin to capture the much wider practice of invoking these decisions in arguments and discussions, formal and informal, over the law's meaning.
So why does an ICTY decision carry weight in internal U.S. Executive Branch discussions? Or in broader terms, when and why do particular decisions become precedents? This chapter begins to answer that question. Its goal is to develop a framework for a broader account of international precedent's emergence. To use this book's metaphor, in the game of international interpretation, what are the spoken and unspoken strategies of precedent? Why will certain prior interpretations be invoked in certain contexts and with certain audiences? When will those strategies be effective, forcing other actors to respond to a prior interpretation, echoing it, building upon it, or distinguishing it?
For the most part, existing discussions of international precedent fail to deal squarely with the question asked here. Many observers have noted the emergence of precedent within particular fields; 19 some have even opined as to whether that trend is good or bad. 20 But few have gone further to ask why a system or habit of precedent has emerged in the first place, let alone to explain the varied shapes those systems or habits might take. Other accounts have dealt with the question obliquely, focusing on: (1) Delegation, (2) Compliance, or (3) Strategy. Part II surveys some of these approaches. Although each 14 captures some aspect of international precedent's story, even considered together, pages-even chapters-seem missing.
Part III starts from the beginning and imagines what a full story of international precedent would need to incorporate. Each of the prevailing accounts focuses on particular moment: a tribunal's creation, a decision whether to comply, or the choice of an advocacy strategy. In each, precedent is a choice. A fuller account of precedent needs to look at international law between those moments, to look at international law as an ongoing, dynamic practice in which precedent is as much a burden as a choice, exerting independent pressure on actors that reframes the choices available to them. (The assumption implicit in each of the prior accounts is that the choice being made has consequences, and that someone, either themselves or another, will be burdened by what they choose.) Using the metaphor of the game, existing accounts focus on individual moves international players make. But those moves only have meaning within the broader strategies players employ and respond to in a larger, longer game. They can only be understood in relation to prior moves and to the game's overall culture(s). Precedent must be understood within the practice of international law.
By focusing on precedent's potential role in international law practice, we can start to tease apart the factors that might contribute to a precedent's emergence. Part III continues by identifying three clusters of factors whose interaction dictate the weight accorded to a particular interpretation of the law: (1) the range of sources that might be treated as precedential in international law; (2) the list of factors that might imbue an interpretation with authority; and (3) the actors who take part in that practice (and judge a source's weight).
Part IV sets those factors in motion and tells three overlapping stories about precedentone jurisprudential, a second sociological, and a third rationalist. It then looks at two examples, official immunity and self-defense against non-state actors, to explore how these three stories interact with one another.
II Precedent's Purpose
Although the presence of precedent in international law is now widely acknowledged, few have sought to explain its emergence, at least not directly. This should be at least somewhat surprising, given the apparent disparity between this reality and the one described by traditional doctrine. Those accounts that touch on the issue tend to focus not on precedent itself, but on other related, but somewhat tangential questions.
Delegation
Precedent sometimes comes up in discussions concerning the creation of international courts or tribunals and their respective mandates: To what extent have states granted tribunals the power to issue binding judgments, to speak authoritatively with regard to the law they are applying, and to bind future courts that might hear the same or a similar legal issue? Some of these accounts are positivist, starting with the constitutive agreement establishing the court and asking what, if anything, those documents say about the force of that court's judgments. In these accounts, precedent is a design feature to be chosen or rejected by a tribunal's designers. Some have read these documents to suggest at least limited forms of horizontal or vertical stare decisis. 21 In general though, support for precedential force is hard to find in positivist readings of these agreements which, if not denying precedent force (as in the case of the ICJ statute), are silent on the matter.
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As a result, these accounts have a hard time explaining the rampant recourse to those tribunal's decisions as precedent.
Other accounts take a more functional approach, asking less what a particular treaty or statute explicitly says than what it implies. These accounts might focus on the structure of a dispute settlement procedure, on the open-endedness of the substantive obligations the tribunal is meant to interpret, or on the presence of third-party rights holders as suggestive of a broader delegation to the tribunal 23 and to suggest that, from a functional standpoint, the states creating the tribunal must have intended the tribunal to have a certain amount of interpretive authority. Such moves have been used to defend the authority of World Trade Organization (WTO) Appellate Body and European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) decisions. Although these accounts do a better job justifying at least some recourse to precedent in legal argumentation, suggesting that some regimes are designed with precedent in mind, they often rely more on ex ante normative conclusions about precedent's desirability for a particular regime than text or explicit state consent. 24 Unsurprisingly, their suggestions are often highly contested.
Compliance
According to some rationalist accounts of courts and compliance, precedent might emerge simply because it is useful. 25 In some contexts, states may disagree over a particular rule, each preferring a particular interpretation, yet nonetheless prefer coordination to continued disagreement. To the extent third party adjudication can provide a mutually acceptable rule, involving sufficient benefits for each party, 21 continuing to hew to that rule may be desirable. 26 According to this explanation, precedent is merely epiphenomenal. A precedent's force derives solely from the desirability of the rule reflected in it. Neither its status as the opinion of some body nor its internal reasoning have any independent effect. Although such accounts may explain the stickiness of some international precedents, they have a hard time explaining precedent in non-coordination games like human rights, or why arguments from precedent would have any force when the underlying decision goes against state interests.
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Strategy
Still other accounts consider precedent from the standpoint of strategy. Arguing to a body from its own precedent may make it more favorably inclined to your position. This is true both for advocates to courts or tribunals and for courts or tribunals seeking the support of other courts, something empirical data regarding the European Court of Justice (ECJ), ECHR and national court precedent bears out. 28 Such accounts bring us closer to understanding precedent's role as advocacy, but they too fail to capture why advocates regularly cite precedents from courts other than the ones they are trying to convince. Perhaps citing other bodies lends prestige, 29 but this begs the question where such prestige would come from. Why would particular audiences view certain citations in decisions as carrying extra weight? These accounts do suggest some answers in passing, which will be taken up in greater detail below.
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A different strategic account treats precedent as soft law. 31 While the prior strategic accounts focus on the citation to specific decisions, this account looks at the strategic value of creating or promoting a system of precedent. States creating a regime may not be able to get full agreement from each other on rules or interpretations they might favor. Expecting that a tribunal might expand the language of a treaty in favored directions, such states might create a tribunal as a way of legislating rules or interpretations that they 26 See ibid 18. 27 Georgetown University, 4-6 <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2029786> accessed March 22, 2014 (finding decisions rendered by ECHR panels made up of majority professional judges more likely to be complied with than decisions made by panels whose majority hailed from other areas, eg, diplomats, politicians and suggesting this disparity results from the importance of national judges as an audience for ECHR decisions and as compliance agents in enforcing them). 29 Helfer and Slaughter, 'Effective Transnational Adjudication' (n 28) 325-26 (suggesting that the ECJ and ECHR enhance each other's prestige by citing each other's decisions). 30 Helfer and Slaughter note that strong reasoning, adherence, and coherence may play a role in the perceived legitimacy of specific decisions. ibid 319-21. In fairness, Helfer and Slaughter examining the attributes of an effective supranational court, not the role of precedent per se. 31 could not achieve by agreement. 32 From an individual state's point of view, its legal obligations are defined by predictions of what others will consider lawful and unlawful. States reading the tribunal's views will have to take into account the possibility that that decision will be treated as binding law by other states and adjust their calculus and actions accordingly. 33 Precedent becomes a prediction of what other states might expect a rule to require. This takes us farther towards understanding precedent's weight. What this account fails to explain is why states would expect other states to hold them to the interpretations of that tribunal. A key explanatory cog is missing.
Although each of these accounts tells part of the story of precedent's emergence within international law, even together, they cannot explain the extraordinary pervasiveness of precedent's attraction. There are two (intertwined) limitations to these accounts. First, these accounts are almost entirely and exclusively concerned with the inputs and outputs of international law. Each looks at a particular decision point in international law-the drafting of a treaty, the decision whether to comply, or the choice of arguments to make in a brief or a decision-and attempts to explain why particular actors will or will not support the precedential weight of a decision. Second, in focusing on these decisions, each account is largely rationalist in perspective. It looks at the key actors (mostly states, but sometimes courts) as strategic, rational actors able to see how giving a decision precedential weight might facilitate or impede their goals. It assumes that these actors can and do calibrate precedent's general impact in a regime or how much weight to give a particular potential precedent.
These focuses, however, fail to fully capture how precedent operates within the legal system. The question is not only why states may consciously create a system of precedent, but also why it emerges even when they do not. 34 The question is not simply why actors choose to invoke certain decisions as precedents, but when and why that choice is effective, when and why that choice carries weight with other actors. Answering these questions requires a broader view of precedent's role within legal argumentation.
Moreover, by focusing on particular actors-the tribunals who claim authority, the actors who decide whether to yield to it, or the actors who invoke it-the accounts are only able to capture a particular angle, a still image of precedent's role. Explaining precedent requires putting these accounts into motion and watching them interact in threedimensions and in 360 degrees. The difference is visible in these accounts' language. Rather than speaking of precedent, they speak of decisions, citations, or compliance. Each depicts a moment in time. But precedent implies a relationship between past, present, and future. An interpretation at one point is imbued with authority at another in the hopes (or fears) that it will be complied with or deemed authoritative in a third. 32 Krzysztof J Pelc argues that WTO member states bring disputes under the Dispute Settlement Understanding less with an eye towards the value of their claim in that case than towards the favorable precedent victory in that case may establish. See Pelc (n 21). 33 This description highlights the similarity between international law and more sophisticated multiplayer games in which each player must make their moves with an eye on how other players may react to it. 34 The soft law account recognizes that this may happen and suggests that states may use this reality to their benefit. See Guzman and Meyer (n 31). It does not, however, explain why it happens.
Moreover, precedent's authority is itself dynamic. Whether for philosophical or rationalist reasons, the more a precedent is cited, the more authority it is likely to be given. The reverse is true as well.
III Precedent as Practice
What is needed then is an account not just of the inputs and outputs of the legal process, but of that process itself. What is needed is an account of the practice of international law. 35 Law does not simply provide rules to be followed. Law also sets norms for discerning, interpreting, advocating, and debating the contents of those rules. It provides spoken and unspoken ground-rules that structure an ongoing claim and response over the applicable law. One party argues for one interpretation of the rules; another argues for a different one. The law frames which arguments are better or worse, which arguments will be convincing, and which will fail.
It is in this sense that the law operates like a game, establishing the rules for making interpretative and argumentative moves. And it is in this game, this practice, that precedents gain their legal force and play their role. Precedent might best be understood as the burden prior interpretations of a particular rule put on future arguments about the content or meaning of the rule. 36 In its weakest form, precedent simply supplies an argument that one must respond to; one cannot make an argument about the rule's meaning without some reference to why the prior decision is right, wrong, or distinguishable. 37 In its strongest form, precedent creates a strong presumption that the prior interpretation of the rule is in fact the rule. The question is not why actors do or do not follow precedent, but instead when and why prior interpretations place these burdens on arguments about the rule.
This means that to fully understand how and why interpretations take on weight as precedents, one must understand the process of legal argumentation and the practitioners who take part in it. What sources might those practitioners look to as potential precedents? What are the features of those sources that imbue them with greater or lesser weight in legal arguments? Most of all, who makes up the "community of practice" in a particular area of international law? It is in the interaction of these three factors that a pattern of precedent will emerge.
Source of Precedent
Although this chapter has so far been concerned primarily with the precedential effect of the decisions of international court or tribunals, there are a wide range of potential sources that actors could invoke as precedents in their arguments. As noted above, a precedent might be thought of as a prior interpretation of a rule that places some burden on current or future arguments about that rule. Those interpretations can come from a number of places.
First, any number of international court-like bodies might be a source of a precedent. At the most basic level, the prior decision of a particular tribunal might be invoked in current or future arguments before that same tribunal. An ICJ decision might be invoked in a dispute before the ICJ, a WTO Appellate Body decision before the WTO Appellate Body, and so on. As noted above, even this can be controversial. 38 More fine-grained distinctions might be drawn based on whether the parties or facts are the same in the first and second case, whether the interpretation was part of the holding or dicta in the decision, or whether the claimed precedent came in an advisory opinion or a contentious case. At the next level, decisions by international courts or tribunals with general jurisdiction over international law broadly or an area of international law specifically might be invoked as precedential with regard to that area of law regardless of the forum for the current argument. ICJ judgments might be cited to domestic courts on questions of sovereign immunity, 39 WTO Appellate Body decisions might be cited to other tribunals on trade law, 40 ECHR decisions might be invoked regarding human rights, 41 and ICTY decisions might be invoked with regard to international criminal law. 42 These precedents might also be extended to closely related, but different areas: ICTY decisions might be invoked as precedents for interpreting domestic statutes, 43 investment tribunals interpreting one treaty might be used as precedent regarding similar language in another, and one regional human rights body might be invoked before a different one operating under a different treaty. 44 Finally, at the farthest end of the spectrum, decisions of international tribunals dealing with one issue might be invoked as precedent on an entirely different one, as when human rights decisions are invoked in investment tribunals. 45 And if all of this extends to advocacy before particular bodies, it extends to all the day-to-day arguments between actors as they try to work out the rules that govern their actions.
In a similar vein, domestic court opinions may be invoked as precedents regarding international law. Examples might include domestic decisions on international criminal 38 See text in Part II. 39 See text in Part IV. 40 48 Invoking these decisions as precedent requires attention to whether the decision is really interpreting international law or a related but distinct question of domestic law.
49 Doctrinally, like the decisions of international bodies, nothing makes these decisions precedential outside their domestic systems. And yet, they are regularly invoked.
But courts and tribunals are not the only potential sources of precedent. Courts and tribunals exist on a spectrum of interpretive bodies, with permanent courts, ad hoc arbitral tribunals, and expert bodies under various treaties. And other international actors with interpretative authority could also be invoked as precedent. To the extent that the International Law Commission or the U.N. General Assembly purport to interpret an existing rule of international law, some may claim that their decisions have authority over about the meaning of that rule. The U.N. Security Council's interpretations of "threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression", 50 as well as its understanding of its power to respond, have been cited in exactly this way. 51 In fact, U.S. and U.K. arguments for the legality of the Iraq war relied heavily on the "precedents" set by Security Council resolutions from the First Gulf War to that point. 52 The views of a U.N. Special Rapporteur might be given similar weight. 53 In some cases, the views of an NGO like the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) might even be invoked.
Finally, state acts might be invoked as precedent.
54 This is perhaps the oldest source of international precedent. States are interpreting the rules they follow whenever they act. international law and in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties' invocation of subsequent practice as an interpretive tool for understanding treaties. 56 The most prominent example might be the invocation of the 1837 Caroline incident between the United States and the United Kingdom as evidence of the standard for legal anticipatory self-defense. 57 Although any of the above sources could be invoked as precedent, only some will be in any given discussion. Even fewer will actually carry the intended weight with the desired audience.
58 Which ones will is a function of the next two factors.
Reasons for Authority
Even within a particular set of sources, some interpretations will carry more weight than others. A variety of factors might influence whether a particular community of practitioners regards a given interpretation as authoritative.
Actors may have self-interested reasons for invoking a particular decision as a precedent. Some of these reasons will be internal to the cited precedent. They may agree with or favor a particular interpretation or may believe that that interpretation has been or will be useful. Other reasons will be external to the decision. They may have some control over the precedent's author (as in the case of arbitration) and trust her decisions. Or they may desire the predictability that hewing to a decision might produce. Alternatively, they may cite decisions that will enhance their prestige. A court might cite another high prestige court in the hope that that other court will cite them in return. They might cite their own decisions (or be open to arguments from their own decisions) in order to enhance their authority over the meaning of particular rules.
But scholars have also identified factors that might exert "compliance pull" independent of outcomes. 59 The quality of the legal reasoning, the clarity of the interpretation, an interpretation's adherence to prior interpretations, and how well an interpretation fits within a broader legal regime may all be factors internal to a particular decision that may either attract actors to it or burden actors to respond to it. 60 External to the decision itself, the independence or prestige of the decisionmaker and the frequency of citation to that particular interpretation (discussed more below 61 ) may exert force on arguments. So too might the relative availability of the source compared to others. An ICJ opinion laying 56 There is a distinction between the use of state practice as evidence of customary international law and as precedent. When used as precedent, it is invoked as authority for an interpretation, rather than an element in a test. 57 Clean lines cannot be drawn between these different types of reasons. Actors may adopt outcome-driven rule-utilitarian beliefs that independent judges produce "better" decisions, or that adherence to prior interpretations is better for the success of a regime they find favorable to their interests even if it sometimes produces decisions they do not like. The complex question precedent raises is how these various factors will balance out when thrown together in real world situations.
Actors and Audiences
Elsewhere, I have argued that thinking about international law as the product of specific communities of practice can help explain the philosophical, theoretical, and doctrinal differences developing between different areas of international law, as well as the emergence of areas of transnational law almost completely divorced from state control like global administrative law. 62 Imagining international law as a product of these communities of practice can also help unlock the mystery of precedent.
Precedent is hard to understand as an objective fact disconnected from a particular group of actors. A prior decision by a particular legal body is a fact, but how much weight it should be given in future debates over a particular rule is dependent on how it is perceived by the actors reading it. Precedent is instead an "institutional fact". 63 Like a "hit" or a "strike" in baseball, it is only a fact within the particular rules of a particular institution or community. 64 Just as a student of baseball and a student of cricket will see two very different sets of facts in a group of people with bats and ball on a field, so too will actors biased towards the authority of courts or the bindingness of precedent perceive the value of a tribunal decision differently than actors biased towards state consent and pragmatism.
Different international law regimes-international human rights law, international humanitarian law, international investment law, international environmental law, or 62 international criminal law-involve different mixes of actors-advocates, political leaders, diplomats, military personnel, scientists, economists, international lawyers, and domestic lawyers. 65 Each of these different actors brings their own professional norms and biases to the debate, and different mixes of actors will agree on different norms and operating assumptions. Understanding the relative weight different decisions by different bodies carry in different contexts requires understanding the communities of actors who might perceive them that way. 66 The key is identifying the actors who practice in a particular area of law, both at the center of that practice, interacting regularly and intensely over the meaning of rules, and at the periphery. 67 These are the players in international law's interpretative game.
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The actors listed above are, of course, only archetypes. Real-world actors wear multiple hats at the same time or over time. A government lawyer may go into private practice or become a judge, a politician may be a trained lawyer, and a lawyer may be a member of the military. These archetypes though allow us to isolate characteristics, habits, biases, or incentives that shape the international legal practice in which they engage. Moreover, identifying specific types of actors allows us to group them in ways that help us to understand how they interact with particular potential legal sources and answer legal questions. Thus we might group actors by professional training, grouping together lawyers, economists or scientists. Or we might group them within epistemic communities, asking who they interact with in their issue areas: military professionals, business leaders, or diplomats. Alternatively, we might group them based on their social and political capital or incentives. How is success in their job defined and who defines it? Even if all trained as lawyers, politicians, bureaucrats, NGO activists, judges, and military lawyers may all respond to different incentives and may look to different audiences for career or personal advancement. Finally, we might group them according to their function and relationship to precedent: Are they advocating, judging, administering, or seeking guidance for action? Importantly, we also need to look at these various actors as both actors and audiences. We need to understand not just why those who reference a precedent might find it weighty, authoritative, or even binding, but also why the audience that reference is aimed at might as well. In other words, we need to know why a lawyer assessing policy options or advocating a position might feel the need to cite a particular reference, as well as why her intended audience, whether policymakers, judges, or opposing lawyers, might 65 Each of these groups could be divided into increasingly small subgroups. Lawyers, for example, might be divided into domestic and international lawyers, government and private practice lawyers, public interest and private lawyers, litigators and transactional attorneys, not to mention lawyers working or trained in different legal cultures and different parts of the world. 66 See generally Cohen (n 62); Bianchi (n 58) 13. 67 Bianchi (n 58) 4 (describing the 'audience' for interpretative arguments as 'those individuals who participate, watch or have stakes in the game'). . 68 Bianchi (n 58) 8-9 (describing the players in the 'interpretative community'). respond favorably to it. 69 We might think of this as first person and second person points of view on the weight of a given precedent. Different factors may speak more to one than the other. Both the legitimacy-pull of treating like cases alike and training in legalanalogical reasoning may generate first-person reasons to cite a precedent; a belief that judges might respond favorably to citations of court opinions or that policymakers will respond favorably to anecdotes about prior state actions would generate second-person ones. In reality, because all of the actors making and responding to arguments operate within an ongoing, iterative practice, the lines between the two are impossible to draw. Conceptions of authoritative sources are constantly being constructed through the interaction of the various actors. Legal arguments are inherently relational; they are attempts by one actor to convince another actor to act in a particular way. An advocate must predict how other advocates and judges will respond to their argument; a judge must predict how lawyers and policymakers will respond to theirs. First and second-person points of view merge.
IV Telling Precedent's Story
The ingredients discussed in Part III-sources, features, actors-can be combined to tell three intertwined stories about the emergence of international precedent, one rationalist, one jurisprudential, and one sociological.
A Rationalist Account
Under this account, interpretations should be invoked or treated as precedent when doing so helps achieve various actors' broader goals. Such an account largely tracks existing explanations for precedent described earlier. 70 For a state actor, this may mean citing a precedent that supports a position a state wants to take or that a court might predictably favor (for example, one of that court's own prior decisions). For the judge, it might mean citing a precedent from a court it is trying to convince or citing its own decisions to solidify its control over interpretation.
But such a rationalist story could also explain why states might support a broader system of precedent, even when doing so may not always favor their desired positions. To the extent states are invested in a particular regime, predictability may be valuable enough for them to support precedent-based arguments generally. This is true whether the potential precedents are found in state actions or in judicial opinions. To the extent thirdparty decisionmaking is capable of resolving difficult coordination problems, states may give a court or tribunal's decision precedential force in order to preserve that court or tribunal's authority in the regime. 71 (Questioning that body's decisions too often might 69 One question an actor making an argument must at least implicitly ask is whether a particular argument will actually engage their opponent, forcing them to respond to it, even if to argue against it. An argument that an opponent must respond to can limit that opponent's options and frame an argument in a way favorable to the one making the argument. An argument that the opponent does not see as weighty or authoritative can simply be laughed off or ignored, and may have little impact. 70 See text in Part I. 71 One could look at the citation to precedent as akin to an iterated prisoner's dilemma. Each side will continue to cooperate so long as the other side continues to cooperate. Citing precedents might signal a undermine that body's authority.) Moreover, treating prior decisions as precedential might add desirable clarity to the rules. To the extent states value general clarity more highly than winning the cases precedent might cost them, states should support precedent.
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Of course, few (if any) regimes explicitly provide for precedential effect. This suggests that for the states designing those regimes, the optimal level of clarity and predictability is greater than a system of de novo review but less than one of stare decisis. Denying the force of precedent, while nonetheless arguing from it, may be a way of calibrating precedent's exact weight. Assuming that arguments from precedent will have some natural force (see the next story), this strategy could allow states to take advantage of the predictability of precedent, while still retaining some room to argue against a precedent's relevance in a particular case. The danger of this strategy, as demonstrated by the precedent-creep in the WTO, ECJ, and ECHR, is that if every state uses this strategy, precedent-based arguments are likely to predominate. Even if one state has an interest in flexibility in a given case, states, in the aggregate, are likely to favor predictability over flexibility, and a de facto doctrine of precedent will likely emerge. 73 This is reinforced by the normative power of oft-cited precedent (discussed below), which may make erasing the prior interpretation nearly impossible.
A Jurisprudential Account
But all of this assumes that when an argument is made that a prior interpretation dictates a current one, that argument carries some independent additional weight and has some authority beyond the reasoning attached to it. Under the rationalist account, this extra weight may just reflect an implicit understanding of the system-value of precedents for achieving the relevant actor's goal. But from a jurisprudential standpoint, it might be that the authority of precedents inheres in legal argumentation.
Precedents carry whatever weight or authority they have within a legal argument. As noted above, precedent might best be seen as the burden a prior interpretation of a rule places on future arguments about that rule. In the absence of any prior interpretation, an interpreter has a lot of latitude to choose a particular interpretation of a rule. Evidence of a prior interpretation seems to change that equation. As a matter of reasoned legal argument, such an interpretation cannot be ignored. Depending on a variety of factors that might give the prior interpretation greater legal authority-the prestige of the prior interpreter, the quality of the legal reasoning behind it, its perceived adherence to other prior interpretations or coherence within the system-that decision might be brushed aside, distinguished, narrowed, adopted, or extended, but it must be dealt with. Failing to continued commitment to cooperation within the regime. Failure to cite a precedent, or undermining a precedent, might signal an unwillingness to cooperate. Other states may "punish" the act, by questioning other precedents they do not like. See Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation (Basic Books 1984) (explaining how in an ongoing 'game', cooperation can emerge). 72 See generally Pelc (n 21). 73 For a discussion of how the increased frequency of judicial decisionmaking and the expanding web of international judicial bodies increases the strength of precedent in ways that the ICJ Statute's drafters likely could not have foreseen see Cohen (n 55) 276-80. do so might be seen as arbitrary and a violation of rule of law norms. 74 This effect is compounded the more the particular prior decision is considered and cited. 75 The greater the frequency of citation, the harder it is to ignore the decision, and the greater the burden on current interpretation. 76 Moreover, the discursive power of precedent may have normative force. Common to many theories of law is a view that one of law's core principles or qualities is that it treat like situations alike. Lon Fuller describes consistency as part of the internal morality of law, 77 Ronald Dworkin's law as integrity denies the legitimacy of checkerboard laws that treat like cases differently, 78 and Tom Franck describes coherence and adherence as key factors in the perceived legitimacy of laws. 79 From this standpoint, precedent's pull can be seen as a direct articulation of rule of law norms. If like cases must be treated alike, future decisions must at least make reference to prior ones. 80 A related jurisprudential argument often made in support of precedent is reliance, that law must protect the reasonable expectations of the governed. 81 It might seem bizarre to suggest that states have a reliance interest in the decisions of international tribunals that they have so deliberately denied precedential effect, but such arguments are sometimes made. 82 (States are more likely to argue that they relied on the precedent set by prior state acts than a prior tribunal decision. 83 ) More often, the argument about reliance on prior decisions is made on behalf of individuals rather than states, either in the human rights or investment protection context. It is essentially an argument against state prerogative. Invocation of the legality principle in the international criminal context may contain a version of this argument. Some notion that individuals should be able to rely on the prior decisions of international criminal courts may explain why the International Criminal Court is the sole international court authorized by treaty to look to its prior decisions as a source of law.
Whether the argument is about treating like cases alike or concerns about reasonable reliance, these jurisprudential arguments suggest that it is the most proximate and similar decisions-from the same body or actors or on the same issue-that will carry the most weight. The easier it is to distinguish the context, the less weight an interpretation will carry. It also suggests that the less clear the precedent and the more ad hoc the interpretation appears to be, the easier it will be to distinguish. This helps explain why judicial interpretations, which are usually clearer and nested within a body of jurisprudence, seem to become precedents so much more rapidly than interpretations derived from state practice, which are often purposely ambiguous.
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A Sociological Account
But for this jurisprudential account to have force, someone must actually believe in it or have some other incentive to abide by it. 86 Nor can the jurisprudential account on its own choose between different sources of precedent. Prior interpretations might have weight, but which ones: judicial opinions, state practice, expert reports? It is here that a sociological account of the actors who invoke and respond to arguments from precedent becomes essential. This sociological account has so far been neglected in the literature on international precedent, but it is this account that provides the key to understanding the operation and effectiveness of the other two. It explains why invoking precedent selfinterestedly may get a response and why the jurisprudential account may exert some independent pull. In essence, the sociological account provides the context of the game in which precedent-based moves will either succeed or fail.
Specific actors may be trained to see certain sources an authoritative. Lawyers, particularly those trained in a common law tradition, are trained to seek out, read, and argue from judicial decisions. 87 Members of the military may be trained to look to historical combat actions for lessons. Specific actors may also belong to professional communities that respond to those sources or expect reference those sources. Lawyers, for example, might experience professional opprobrium or sanction for failing to cite relevant precedents. And different actors may face a range of social and political incentives to cite particular sources. Politicians, for example, will have incentives to cite precedents that will help sway voters in their favor. 88 Take the example of lawyers very generally. Lawyers are indoctrinated with rule of law principles, principles which, in turn, are embodied in legal professional ethics. To the extent they work with other lawyers, particularly domestic lawyers, they may be expected to argue from judicial precedent. Within a legal organization, arguments that follow the 85 See Cohen (n 55) 257-71 (describing the different features of gap-filling through negotiation and gapfilling through adjudication, including the latter's relative clarity, speed of development, and pathdependence). 86 See Bianchi (n 58) 4 ('It suffices to say here that rhetorical tools and argumentation techniques that resonate deeply with international lawyers and other social agents engaged in the game are likely to be a very important component of a successful strategy'.). 87 professional script and reference judicial precedents will be rewarded. Arguments that seek to be overly creative or iconoclastic might not. Given their skill sets, judicial precedents may be more readily available to them than other sources.
Most of all, when working with non-lawyers, arguments from judicial precedent may enhance the lawyer's stature. Lawyers as a professional group have specific sources of political and social capital that they can use to maintain their importance and relevance in relation to other societal actors. 89 Among these is lawyers' purported expertise in interpreting and applying complex legal sources. Lawyers, seeking to maximize their own power and authority vis-à-vis other international actors, will want to emphasize the value of precedents and their unique ability to understand them.
In other words, lawyers at the U.S. State Department or Defense Department may argue that precedents need to be followed (a) because they believe that rule of law requires it, (b) because they fear formal or informal professional or group sanction (i.e., shunning) if they fail to adhere to it, or (c) because arguing for precedent reinforces their authority within decisionmaking circles. 90 One need not choose between these reasons; they reinforce one another.
Of course, the actual story is much more complicated. Lawyers are not all the same. Hailing from different parts of the world, they may have been trained differently. They may belong to different organizations with different organizational cultures, priorities, and scripts. A lawyer in a foreign ministry may see the world differently from a military lawyer or a lawyer at the ICRC.
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Or they may belong to different epistemic communities. 92 The results of these differences, including how lawyers interact with other actors in a community of practice, may go a long way towards explaining different patterns of precedent or different ways of arguing from precedent in different areas of international law. 93 Scholars have only begun to study the sociology of these actors. 94 Much more work needs to be done. 89 From an organizational standpoint, once the decision has been made to cite the ICJ judgment, lawyers are likely encouraged to cite to it again rather than revisit the question.
From a jurisprudential standpoint, the practice before courts is relatively dense in the area of sovereign immunity, augmenting the authority of judicial decisions. Whether one can be sued in a particular court is by its nature a question courts will be forced to decide, and sovereign immunity questions make common appearances not only in U.S. courts, but in other domestic and international courts. Moreover, as the Arrest Warrant case continues to get cited, its precedential force is magnified. The citation becomes more obvious and harder to ignore without violating legal or ethical norms.
Finally, from a rationalist perspective, lawyers in the Legal Adviser's office can be assumed to be channeling the rational self-interest of the U.S. when they cite the Arrest Warrant case. The U.S. has long been invested in protecting official immunity, not least because the U.S. wants its officials protected overseas. 97 Maintaining official immunity for its own officials requires guaranteeing it to foreign ones, and doing so requires monitoring the courts to guarantee against accidental violation. In a sense, the grant of foreign official immunity might be seen as the product of an iterated prisoner's dilemma; cooperation is maintained so long as neither side cheats. Moreover, the U.S. has an interest in promoting the authority of the ICJ judgment as a coordination point with other states and a source of clarity and predictability regarding the law.
Self-Defense Against Non-State Actors
But this consensus around a precedent or precedents breaks down when the question is the legality of the use of force by one state against non-state actors in another. Here the factors point in different directions. The three stories above (rationalist, jurisprudential, sociological) sound different when read by different actors.
responding to such threats. On the other hand, the ICJ's views are arguably dicta and certainly are not fully explained in the opinions. One of the opinions arose out of the court's advisory jurisdiction, suggesting that its views might be less binding. Both sides argue that the other's precedents are too few and uncertain to be authoritative. 108 The ICJ decisions might predict what a future international court might hold, but the practice of the states surveyed arguably predicts what states will actually treat as lawful or unlawful. And of course, from a self-interested angle, the two sides clearly favor different answers, answers that find support in different potential precedents.
Moreover, unlike foreign official immunity, these use of force issues are not frequently before courts. There is no thick judicial practice on the issue. Instead, the real practice on this issue takes place around two separate nodes: human rights advocacy and state national security policy. Rather than a single line of precedent gaining force by repeated citation, two lines of precedent gain force as they are repeatedly cited in particular fora and among particular practitioners.
Lawyers are involved on both sides, and notably, lawyers on both sides of the debate appeal to precedent, reflecting both the expectations of a lawyerly community and precedent's normative and discursive power. But the lawyers involved on either side belong to different professional, organizational, and epistemic communities. They may have different biases about how to interpret use of force questions, 109 and are subject to very different social and professional incentives. The incentives for a human rights advocate or a professional scholar are obviously quite different than those for government and, in particular, military attorneys embedded within state agencies and the chain of command.
V Conclusion
Precedent is part of the spoken and unspoken strategies of international law interpretation. Whether realizing it or not, international actors, the players in the interpretative game, invoke or respond to particular precedents as part of a broader effort to justify their positions and persuade other players to go along with them. This chapter has sought to understand how those strategies emerge and evolve, and when and why they succeed or fail. It lays out a framework for thinking about precedent's force in particular contexts, suggesting both factors to look to-available sources, features of authority, actors and audiences-and lenses to apply-rationalist, jurisprudential, and sociological. What the framework indicates is the need for more in-depth case studies following particular precedents in particular fields that can begin to explain how these factors and accounts intersect, overlap, and compete to produce the practice of international law. This is the next step.
